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I}JTRODUCTION

Careful research to find out about the appearance of a
garden cr park in the past is often a first requirernent
when the conservation of a site is proposed. To construct
a reliable picture of this requires close examination of
large quantities of information. Such an investigation is
Iikely to involve the researcher in a good deal of
detect ive work extend ing to a review of prints,
photooraphs, engravings and other illustrations r otiginal
documents such as title deeds, legal statutes and letters,
as well as books, articles and other diverse publications.
Carefu] study of records, descriptions and illustration
is necessary as detail-s, apparently insignificant at
first sight, can assume importance as the picture of a
siters history beqins to unfold.
This paper addresses methods of researching the history of
a park, gdrden or designed landscape from documentary
sources. It does not consider field work or associated
archaeol-ogical investigation; both of these are likely to
be conducted in parallel with documentary research, and
are essential to assemble a complete picture of a site and
its past.

In undertakinq studies utilising docurnentary sources, the
level of detail into which the investigation goes is
likely to be dictated by many considerations such as, time
available, accessibility of source material and the
requirement of sponsors. In this paper, the steps
described for conducting research, are those which one
n ight ideally hope to complete before beginning to
formulate conservation management proposals. The paper is
divided into three parts.

PRELIMI\IARY viORK: which includes notes on referencing
and storage of material.

STUDY OF PUBLISHED SOURCES: which includes firstly
compiling a list of sources.

STTIDY OF PRIMARY SOUFCES: which include maps and p1ans,
illustrations and documentation.

PRESENTATf OI'l OF THE RESUI.TS: the orqanisation of
information col lected for a report.



O PRELIMINARY WORK:

At the beginning of the study it is important to decide
upon a method for organising all the materiar that is tobe coll-ected in the study. rn particurar one needs toconsider a system for:
1. referencing different types of material identified bythe search, whether consulted or not, and

2. storage of material such as notes, photocopies,
transcriptions and illustrations collected during the
study.

1. Referencing

one simple and versatile way to store references is on acard index. Each item is noted on a separate card. cardscan be shuffted into chronorogicar order, arrangedalphabetically or by type of item. chronologically orderednotes, taken from items consulted, can be particularly
valuable in allowing the history of a site to be chartedstag.e by stage. To al-1ow this kind of grouping andsortirg, certain key items of information obviousiy shourdbe set out clearly on the card. This can be achieved byreserving the top line of each card for details of:
o a reference or "identity numb€r",
o the date of the item,
o the type of itern,

FTGURE r: suggested arrangement for the top line of anIndex Card.

Identity number Date Type of ftem

FTGURE rr: suggested arrangement for a particular item:
Pl-an of Chiswick, 1818

'A Plan of the mansion (ie Chiswick House) and estate
in the county of Middresex belonging to the most noble
William Spenser, Duke of Devonshire"

Surveyed by Peter Potter, Kentish Town 1818

Guildhall Library, map case 308

43 x 39cm MSS on tracing paper

note: Peter Potter 1B0I 38 /39: mentioned inDictionary of Land surveyors and Loca] cartographers
of Great Britain and Ireland. 1550-1850, peter EDEN,
197s.

o

o

o
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The identity number is the link between the references and
the actual material. fn a study undertaken at the Centre
for the Conservation of Parks and Gardens' a system of
identity numbers was evolved which employed a combination
of Ietters and numbers. Prefixed letters denoted the
general class of item and serial numbers denote the order
of additions to the index system. The following classes
were used:

General Sources of Information (places and people) GEN

Maps and Plans MAP

fllustrations (prints & drawinqs etc.) ILL

Photographs PHT

Published Information LIB

Archival Information (ie original documents) ARC

F.ecent Site Surveys (notes and observations) SSy

Miscellaneous Notes II'IIS

An explanation of the referencing system should be placed
at the front of the Card fndex, So anyone wanting to use
it. can quickllz comprehend the organisation.

In Fig IT the identity number of the plan, selected as an
example is MAPl3. The type of item has been written in
words and gives a more specific description of the item
than the identity number.

The date of the item, in the example 1818, is located in
the centre of the top line of the card. In some instances
onlv an approximate date will be available. In these
cases, information can be categorised as tearly',
'rnicldle'r or '1ater century or in decades if this Seems
most appropriate.

The rerTrainder of the card illustrated in Figure If shows a
suggested Iayout for the substance of the reference. If
index cards to a particular class of information adopt a
similar format the system is easy to operate' even where
there are several hundred cards.

A bibliography, arranged alphabetically, is often needed
when the findings of the study are written up. For books,
articles ancl other publications identified on the index
card, the surname of the author or contributor should be
prominently noted on the line below the top one. ft is
then a simple m.atter to extract relevant cards' arrange
thern aphabetically and produce them as a list.

The card index system is cnly a list of sources. A11
items listed will not necessarily be consulted during the
search. Flowever rvhen an it-em is consulted , copied or
noted, it is useful- to indicate this on the card. A



coloured mark or notch cut in the corner of each a11ows
one quickly to monitor progress of the study.

2. Storage of Material

Notes, photocopies, transcripLions and illustrations col-
lected during the study can be kept in files and boxes and
stored by general type (as identified by the letter prefix
of the identity number): all published sources in one box
or file, archives in another, photographs in another and
outsize items in a portfolio. Each item should be marked
with the number it has been allotted. For instance, notes
taken from a book and referenced as rLIB32r would be
marked with this number.

One is ready to begin the first stage of research once a
notional system for referencing and storing material,
like1y to be collected and consulted in the course of
study, has been considered: compiling a list of, and the
study of, published sources.

o STUDY OF PUBLISHED SOURCES

Consulting relevant bi
first step in compiling
it is helpful to have a
to the site in which one
This can direct one to
be particularly helpful.
is shown in Figure III.

bliographies and indexes is the
a list of sources. When doing this
checklist of the subjects relating
might be particuJ-ar1y interested.
sources of information which may
A checklist devised at the Centre

FfcURE III Checklist of Subjects to Consider during the
Search

Peopl-e
Owners
Designers (landscape architects, architects, amateurs etc)
Other associated personalities (poets, travellers etc)
Gardeners, estate managers, plant collectors
Features
Entrance points and circulation (gates, paths, drives etc )

Main component areas
Landform and earthworks
Water features
Plantings and Plants
Buildings, Constructions and Ornaments
Main zones of the site

rounds
Parkland and other land (eg farmland) on site
Land off site (or outside the boundary of the site) but
important to the design
Productive garden areas (eg orchards, kitchen qardens)
Area
Gent boundaries
Extent of the site at different clates
Dates
F6Ti-periods of activity
Dates of introduction/construct-ion of individual features.



OnIy a few references to a garden or park are likely to be
directly turned up b1z searches for the rplace namer in
bibliographies and indexes and a considerable amount of
detection might be needed to find material. However,
useful beginnings can be rnade by looking through the
following indexes:*

o Avery fndex to Architectural Periodicals,
o The British Humanitieq Index (annually published

o Country Life, Cumulative Index Vol f to CLXX
(Dec f9BI) IPC Magazines f,td.2

The first two of these are organised by keywords. A
particular place can be l-ooked up by searching alI the
entries under the word 'garden'. Articles on gardens in
the Country Life Index are noted under the historic house
or property with which the site is associated.

Two other indexes, of slightly differing types, but also
organised by place name should be consulted at this stage:

o John Harris's
r979)

o Hugh Prince's
1967 )

Countrv House Index, (Pinhorns

Parks fn England, (Pinhorns

The Countrv House Index lists views of country seats in
published sources 1715-1880 and Guide Books to individual
country houses I726-tBB0. A particular value of these is
the contemporary descriptions of major country hcuses and
gardens which they provide. Par-ks in England catalogues
various places illustrated n@artists and
topographers, such as Knyff and Kip and includes a useful
Iist of places at which landscape designers, Charles
Bridgeman, WilIiam Kent, Lancelot Brown, Richard Woods and
Humphry Repton were engaged.

These lists are not definitive and other specialist works,
in particular monographs on these designers, should be
consulted .

Appropriate volumes of the Victoria Hislcrry! the Coun-
ties of England, together county
histories and topographical works should be studied for
any information which they miqht give. Sometimes they
include contemporary descriptions of sites and the V.C.H.
is often good in giving its sources. Local History

*the gibliography of British cardens by Ray Desmond is
scheduled for publication by St Pauls Bibliographies,
early in 1984. This is 1ikel1z to be extremely useful as
the starting place for studies of individual sites
becau-ee it indexes a w ide variety of ref erences to ind i-
vidual parks and gardens i.e. qarden journals and topogra-
phical works in which gardens h,ere described in the pa.st.
It is 1 ikeliz to provide a valuable short cut to the
researcher conpilinq a list of sources.



Transactionsr Such as Archaeologicar or Natural HistoryMagazines compiled by county societies, can also includeuseful descriptions. The amount of time reguired tosearch these latter sources might be occasionallyprohibitive to their use; however when time al_lows theseare another valuable source. The public reference librarymight have compiled a rplace name-'index which cataloguesrelevant articles and books referring to a particular
Pafk, garden or designed landscape. These are often veryhelpful, easy to use, although cannot be relied upon ascomprehensive.

A very good introduction to relevant topographicalliterature is:
o E.G. Cox

Travel. .
Reference Guide to the Literature of
.Great Britain vol IIf. Seattle 1949.

This is an annotated bibliography divided into sectionsdealing with such topics as county histories, town,country seats, and it includes special sections onagriculture, husbandry and gardening. Each section ischronologically organised.

Descriptions found in such topographical material isinvaluable when trying to piece together the appearance ofa park or garden in the past. Before the Ligtteenthcentury pubrished accounts are hard to find but there area few r such as:

o Christopher Morris (ed) The Journevs of Celia
Fiennes, London (Cressetffi

Descriptions written by travellers in the eiqhteenth
century are particularly useful to the researcher. Thefashion for writing tours rapidly increased as the centuryprogressed and these have left a marvel_1ous reservoir oireadily comparable descriptive accounts of gardens andparks at different periods. of those written f., the firsthalf of the centurv,

J o Daniel Defoers Tour thro the Whole
lt Fncr'lenri rnA TrT=roF

Island of
England and Wales

is of particular importance, First pubrished between 1724
and 1726 as a study of social and economic conditions inEngland, it hras revised in eight subseguent editions intowhat essentially became a guide book to country seats andother I tourist attractions I l-itt1e resemblin_o the original-book. Between editions descriptions of individual places
vilere of ten updated thus , by comparing editions, one cangauge what a particul-ar park or qarden looked like atdifferent points in tine.**

e fllustrate Journeys of Celia Fienrres 58 5-c1
( tr,tacdonald & Co and Webb & Bower) were publ ished in

resea rchers.
1738, 1742,

1983 and may be more easily accessible to**Defoe's Tour publication dales are 1726,
1749 , I'753, 1764, 1769 | I778, 7.779.



Many later descript ions of places which appear in
published tours are borrowed from Defoe and other
contemporary writings. They need care in interpretation.
This is particularly true of 1oca11y produced tourist
handbooks which often plagarise other sources very
ex tens ively.
During the latter half of the lBth century the number of
published descriptions increase substantially. UsefuI
descriptions of places can sometimes be found in Arthur
Young's Tours, those made by William Gilpin, Samuel
Johnson and Mrs Thrale, Mrs Lybbe Powis and the writings
of De Quincey, for instance.

For the eighteenth century, the published letters of
Horace WalpoIe are a further itluminating source. There
are several editions of these. The l-972 edition (42 vols)
edited by VJ.S. Lewis (Yale and Oxford U.P.1971-1 are well
indexed but not yet widely available. There are various
other editions and their indexes indicate places Walpole
refers to in the Ietters. For instance, "selected
1etters....." edited by William Hartley (Dent J-926)t or
"Selected 1etters...." edited by Peter Cunningham (g
vols)(Edinburgh 1906). Furthermore, the Walpole Society
has compiled a publication bringing together the main
descriptions Walpole made of Country Seats. This is:

o P Toynbee (ed) Journals of Visits to Count:y
$eats (WalpoIe

Ilewspapers and magazines of the period should eoual llz not
be discounted as sources fcr the researcher. fn
particular, The Gentlemanrs Magazine* often contains
te 1 1 i ng a ccounG-EEJTEe-s-.-

The enthusiasm among visitors for recording in
descriptions the places they visited continues well into
the nineteenth century and indeed only tails off after the
first world war. During the nineteenth century however,
guide books often became more cryptic in their style.
Murray's for instance pioneered the gazetteer style of
guide book which condensed the descriptive content of
guide books to a minimum. Horticultural journals of the
period often contain very full descriptions of gardens and
parks and can be used as a complementary source of
i n forma t ion .

o Ftay Desmond, "Victorian Gardening l{agazines",
Garden Historv, Vol 15, no 3. 1971.

Two journals stand out in particular for the descriptions
they contain. Firstly,

o John Claudius Lcudon, The Gardener's MagazLne,
1826-1844

*Gentl-eman's Magazine 173I-I907 is available on microfilm
from Universitv MicrofiLrns International- but many ma-ior
]ibraries have part runs.



and secondly,

o The Gardenerrs Chronicle from 1841.

The municipal park was developing fast during the l9tii
century and there are descriptions in such journals of
this new type of park.

A number of bibliographies onrOl-d Gardening Literaturel
have been compiled. These are most useful for the emphasis
they place on horticultural practice and planting details.
The following are helpful both for their contents and the
bibliographies they include:

o Mrs Evelyn Cecil (aficia Amherst) A Historv of
Gardening in EngIand, 1898.

o William Hazlitt, Gl-eanings from Old English
Gardens, 1878.

o Blanche Henrey,
Horticultural Li

British Botanical- and
terature before IB00: 3 vols

(Oxford , 1975).

Popular publications on garden history (in general) can
act as'leads'to detailed information about a particular
garden, especially if it is well- known. Such items may
include photographs of a garden in the past or other
illustrations, such as maps and engravings. Often the
personalities with which a site is associated are brought
to light in such material.
In addition to topographical and horticultural sources,
architectural references should afso be consulted because
they too can provide important evidence about the develop-
ment of the garden and park. Buildings, besides being
components of a layout, have often already been research-
ed in some detail and their histories published. The
relevant county volume of:

o Nikolaus Pevsner's Buildings of England

generally provides useful initial guidance on designers and
architectural Cetails.

\ o Ruth H.Kamen Bi:itish and Irish Architectural
' History: A es

of Information (Architectural Press I9B2 )

brings together in one book, guidance on how to find out
about architects, their buildings and architectural
photographic sources. ft al-so has a select bibliography
which includes sections on country houses, follies,
gardens, garden architecture and town parks.

Other valuable sources are:

H.M.Co1v i n's
British Arch

Biographical Dictionarv of

1979).
itects 1600-1840 , (MurraV,



o Miles Hadfield et al.British Gardeners:
a gioqraphical nictio .

o RfBA Drawings Collection Catalogues.

Colvin's Dictionary is comprehensive and contains an index
of placAs--;Ith-which the architects listed were
associated.

Miles Hadf ield's book is a 'Whors Who' of garden designers
and landscape architects in which to find first references
to garden designers. ft too contains a place name index.

Through the combined study of published sources and
bibliographies, the list of sources will rapidly expand to
include sections on illustrations, plans, photographsr ds
well as books and original documents. The next stage of
the study is to track down, transcribe' copy or take notes
from the less accessible documentary sources and obtain
copies of maps and iltustrations held locally or in the
major national collections.
The secondary sources studied will often indicate where
the archives about a particular site are kept but if not,

o The National Register of Archives, Lists
Indexes and Bulletins,

can be consulted. This is available
libraries cr at the National Pegister of
House, Cuaiitv Ccurt, Chancery Lane,
register notes the general availability
archives.

at some major
Archives, Quality
L,ondon WC 2. The
anC contents of

o STUDY OF PRIMARY SOURCES

Primary sources for a garden or park include maps, plans,
accounts, letters, contemporary published topographical
accounts, unpublished diaries, descriptions and letters,
title deed s and family correspondence, €n9raviD9s,
etchings, paintings and other contemporary illustrative
material. A fairly comprehensive list will most probably
have emerged through the study of secondary sources and
these should now be investigated.

Most of the material will be held in record offices,
libraries or private collections. A search may involve
visits to major national collections, such as the British
Library and Public Record Office. Farely are aIl the
records locally available. (rn the case of public parks
established by a Municipal Corporation in the t9th century
most reccrds can be obtained from the LocaI Authority
administering the area in which it currently exists).
It is not advisable to m.ake visits to librarTesr r€cord
offices or country house muniment rooms without first
writing to establish the extent of the relevant holdings.
Peplies can indicate the likely usefulness of material
held and wilI help to programme a schedule of visits. The



names and addresses of aII public record offices are
listed in a pamphlet:

o Record Depositories in Great Britain,

Many libraries and archives catalogue their holdings into
general subject areas. This can be helpful although they
are sometimes too general to indicate the extent of
holdings on a specialist topic such as gardens and parks.
For instance household account books may be listed in a
catalogue. It is only a visit to the archive which can
confirm whether the accounts include material- about the
garden, garden plants and numbers of gardeners or other
material relevant to the search in progress.

Each new item studied should be noted on a card and added
to the l-ist of sources, and notes or photocopies or
transcriptions taken.

o Maps and Plans

Maps and plans are invaluable to those involved in garden
and park research. At an early stage in the study it is
useful to establish the range of published maps and plans
covering the site. Apart from giving purely topographical
information, they shed light on less obvious matters, such
as field names, names of land owners and tenants, places
and people who might be mentioned in title deeds or other
documents. Prior to the 19th century, maps and plans are
not always easy to obtain at a large enough scale to be of
value in the detailed study of a park or garden. Estate
plans however can sometimes be found, perhaps where they
were drawn up for management purposes or in connection
with the design or planting of part of a garden or
landscape park. Plans outlining these latter, Logether
with written specifications, occasionally turn up and are
a much valued "find".
County maps for the ITth and lBth century are usually
available at a small scale and despite this should be
consulted for details they show. Sometimes they provide
clues about, for example, the extent of a park or the
course of a road.

Maps drawn up for the purposes of an Enclosure Award can
ilturninate the general pattern of physical features, such
as woods, roads, field boundaries and buildings at the
time of enclosure and therefore at a fixed date. To locate
a particular enclosure map see:

o W.E.Tate (ed) ' A Domesday of EngLish Encl-o-
sure Acts and Awards, (Reading 1978.)

Alternatively consult the Public Record Cffice or the
local Record Office, the two places where the awards or
maps are most like1y to be kept.

Equally tithe maps may cover a site of interest. These

10



are large scale and often give detailed information on
land ownership, field patterns, river courses, drainage
and land use. Some date from the 18th and early 19th
century but many are much later because, following the
Tithe Commutation Acts of lB36-1860, parishes which had
not converted tithe payments from corn or other produce to
cash payments, did so.

For information about sites existing in the 19th century
one can turn to the Ordnance Survey Maps. Th6-farge scale
editions (o inches affiwill be most useful in
research of gardens and parks. Maps at the six inch scale
date from 1840 and 25 inch, from I853. The original
editions of Ordnance Survey Maps (the lst) were published
at the scale of one inch to the mile and date from between
IB05 and 1873. Subsequent editions date from 1840 (the 2nd
edition), 1901 (3rd edition), and 1913 (4th edition). The
one inch series however tend to be less useful for the
garden researcher than those at a larger scale because
details of sites do not always show up. Most County
Libraries maintain sets of Ordnance Survey Maps in the
various editions and at various scales with coverage for
the county. Where they do not completely cover the area of
interest in the research, the British Museum Map Room may
have to be visited. The Museum holds a complete set.

There are numerous published guides to Ordnance Survey
Maps which may be helpful before beginning a study of the
Ordnance Survey ccverage of the area being investigated:
i.e.

o J.B.Hartley & C.VJ.Phillips, The Historians
Guide to Or@, 1964

Where possible, copies of maps and plans should be
obtained which illustrate the state of the site at various
dates because these are obviously of primary importance
when trying to construct a picture of a siters appearance
in the past. If it is not possible to obtain photographs
or photocopies of relevant maps and plans, tracings can be
made to chart the main features of a site at different
points in time. A seri.es of tracings plotted onto a base
map will indicate graphically, changes, additions, and a1-
terations to a landscape over time.

o Illustrations

Paintings, engraving, etchings, photographs and postcards
are aIl useful indicators of the development of a garden
or park at various dates. The fashion for taking views of
country seats has left a rich source of material for
woul-d-be researchers. However, with the exception of
phoLographic material care must be taken in the
interpretation of illustrations. Artistic licence may have
distorted reality. Illustrations sometimes show proposals
for garden designs which were not executed or include
fictitous additions to enhance the illustration as a rwork
of artr.

$
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tnitially, images of a place will probably be found as
illustrations within books and periodicals. These can
of ten be compl-emented, in the f irst instance, f rom
material available from a local reference library.
Libraries tend to keep files of photr,graphs, press
cuttings and other illustrations of important places, in
their loca1 history collections. The Counl.' Record Cffice
may have others.

After l-ocal- sources and those approached through
bibliographies have been exhausted, one can investigate
those available in National Collections such as:

o British Museum Print Room,

o Courtauld fnstitute of Art, Witt
& Conway Collections,

o The National Monuments Record.

A11 hold various prints and photographs of gardens and
landscapes and the country houses or other buildings they
surround.

Source books for illustrations often give the name of
the collection where a particular item is held. For
paintings and engraving the following publication is of
great value:

o John Harris The Artist and the Country
House, I979

Collections held abroad must not be neglected as many
archives (such as the Gertrude Jekyll Collection) are no
longer in Britain. A useful William Kent illustration for
a garden building at Chiswick was found at the Yale Centre
for British Art (NIew Haven, Connecticut) during a research
project conducted at the Centre for the Conservation of
Parks and Gardens. For drawings in American collections
(public and private) one can turn to

o John Harris Catalogue of British Drawings for
ArchiLecture..... landscape gardening I560-1900

trtew ,:e-rsey,

As with the printed maps and other classes of material
consulted, each item should be recorded on an individual
record card, giving the type of item, date and tbe
identity nurnber. The card should include a description of
the image, particularly noting conspicuous features such
as statuary and location of trees.

Photographs have particu-1ar value to the researcher
because of the detail they record. Sometimes they can even
be found dating from the mid t9th century. The camera' a
novelty for the Victorians' was often emplcyed bv country
house owners to record their estates, family, staff and
friends. Sometimes unvrittinqly, sometimes deliberately,

72



they can provide evidence about aspects of the gardens and
parks; the po3ition and size of trees, shrubs and other
plants; the condition of garden ornaments and buitdings.
Aerial photographs are a further inexhaustible source of
information. They can provide cogent records of, not only
main features, but also a wealth of transient detail. They
can show up archaeological features and remnants of former
structures not necessarily evident from positions on the
ground. An aid to interpretation of aerial photographs is:

o Maurice Beresford History on the Ground:
Six Studies in ttlap@,

Two types of aerial photographs are generally available:
oblique views, taken at low leveIs and particularly useful
in the registration of detail, and high altitude vertical
photographs which can be helpful in identification of
boundaries and setting a site in the context of the
surrounding landscape or townscape.

Techniques of aerial photography most particularly
developed in the inter-war period and it is often possible
to find photographs dating from the 1920s which can be
contrasted to more recent images. The major source of
aerial photographs is:
f o Aerofilms Ltd. Gate Studio, Station Road,

Boreham Wood, Herts WD6 1EJ.

In general, there are numerous speci"list photographic
libraries, some commercial and some non-commercial, which
maintain photographic records useful for garden and park
related reseach. fn locating the relevant collectionr drr
invaluable source is:

r o The Directory of Rritish Photographic Collections.x
'' (I^lif liam Hienemann 1981)

Tt includes a comprehensive list of all photographic
agencies and libraries, and notes the speciality of each.
In the section entitled "Physical and Life Sciences",
collections specializing in plants and gardens are listed.
The following photographic libraries are of especial
interest:

o The National Monuments Record

c The Marv Evans Picture L,ibrary

o Country Life Library of Photographs

The I{ational }lonun.ents Record I-,ibrary often holds useful
photographs. The ccllection is extensive. For areas
cutside Greater L,ondon, this is organised on a county
basis, whilst in Greater London it is organised by County
Borougli. (The Courtauld Institute also have a 1ar.ce
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col-lection).

The Mary Evans Picture Library holds an extens ive
collection of images of social history interest. It
includes many images of public parks which can be hard to
find elsewhere. Country Life hold ne,:ratives of photographs
taken for their journals and books ei:elipg from IB98. They
are arranged by individual site, can be seen by
appointment and seem most useful where a garden or park
is attached to a private house. There is an index to
the negatives.

o Documentation

Accounts, correspondence, title deeds and other
miscellaneous documentation such as inventories of
estate property are vital as evidence to establish
particular designs which were carried out.

The names of designers, gardeners and nurserymen who have
been engaged in the development of a particular site in
the past, the dates at which a garden or park was extended
or land sold off, with consequent changes to the estate
boundaries, the costs of developments and the details of
statuary, garden furniture, p1anti.g, and when particular
species were introduced, can aIl be established ( if
history has left the evidence) from such documents.

Original planting, the variety of species and dimensions
it was intended it should reach, are all particularly
difficult matters to establish. Accounts sometimes assist
as a source from which this information can be gauged.
Nurserymenrs bil1s might list species purchased and can
also be used to indicate dates of introductions. A special
note of plants mentioned in original- documentation should
always be made. Notes of plants do not assist however in
gauging an idea of how the plants should look in terms of
composition and scale; this reguires an understanding of
the philosophy or aesthetic aims of the composition.

Almost all documentary material wiIl be found, where it
exists at all, amongst estate records. In the case of
Urban Parks where the development from the outset was a
public authority venture, records can usually be located
in the relevant City or County Archive.

The Catalogues of Archive Collections are helpful in
selecting material of interest to the search, but often
one has to make a careful study of the uncatalogued
information which may be held in bundles of letters and
other records.

The written evidence of documentation can corroborate the
evidence from illustrations. A letter, for instance' may
indicate the appointment of a professional designer or
give an impression of the state of the gardens at a parti-
cular date. Indeed unpublished correspondence is alwavs
worth studying althouqh is rarelv catalogued and tht:refore
time consuming to use.
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Unpublished manuscripts of 'toursr, or the lournals of
travellersr wh'ich are held in County Records or Library
Collections may add to information. They can contain key
'word pictures'of the state of a garden at a particular
point in time.

With the cornpletion of searches of documentary material,
one should finally consider the developments of the site
within living memory, and once the research reaches this
stage it can be useful to interview those who are able to
record the state of a particular garden or park, private
or municipal, in the past. Methods of conducting such
'Oral Historyr researches are reviewed in:

o Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past; Ora 1

History, (Oxford, 1978 )

This book gives many tips on how to conduct research in
this way. Undoubtedly, one of the most useful contribu-
tions such interviews can have is to clarify the planting
of a garden at a part icular period. But much valuabl-e
information about social aspects of gardenersr lives and
routines, and actual working methods, can be turned up;
areas of interest generally rather poorly documented.

o PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

A clear framework is required for the organisation of
material for the final report. There are many ways of
organising the material for this and the classifications
given to notes and references already collected will he1p.

In hist6;ieal research it can be loqical to begin the task
of digesting the results of the research by preparing a
chronology, pinpointing key dates in the site's
development. This can be produced directly from the index
cards. ftems can be shuffled into order utilising the
dates on the cards. The ownership of the site in all its
periods, and the management regimes through which a site
may have passed can be charted, and gradually details of
the developments at the site can be added within the
context of ownership and occupation.

The final format of the report, and the level of detail
described, wilI be tempered by its purpose and the
evidence the research revealed. It is important in such
work to clearly distinguish rfact' from interpretations of
the past, emphasising where knowledge is uncertain.

For conservation management, the details of a design at a
particul-ar period can be important. The report may aim to
demonstrate the appearance of a garden or park at a series
of key ciates by comparing f eatures, planting, overall
structure and so on. A report for such purposes can
usefully he divided into sub sections within ebch key date
period; ttrese would detail the planting, water features,
earthworks, ornamental features and design theories which
influenced the p1an, toqether with any other important
information about the site.
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The uss of maps and illustrations are Iikely to be
integral to the report. Indeed, a report may not need to
be a written document at all, but night be presented as a
series of maps for each important period in the past, then
annotated with detailed information and supplemented by a
folio of illustrations. Where maps are plotted at the
same scale, the evolution of a garden or park can be
charted and easily be compared in all its stages of
development.

The final work should indicate any gaps in information
about the history of a site. Future research might filt
them. There are numerous general publications which can
be of assistance in writing reports.* The report should
include a title page, summary, introduction, main text,
reference and appendices. Such practical aspects should
not be overlooked, and although research of this kind
never seems entirely complete, to construct a picture of a
park or garden in the past can be rewarding and absorbing.

'General- publications on 'how to write reports' include:
Turabian, Kate L. A Manual for Writers of Research
Papers, Theses an emann.

Cooper, Bruce M. Writi , Penguin
Books, L964.
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